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Clinical Experiences with Vital Force Formulas
Dr. Gary Tran, Animal Emergency Center, Louisville, Kentucky
I would like to report to you my
recent clinical experience on
the concurrent use of a line of
quantum-physics-based energy
dietary supplements.
The dream of every holistic or
integrative clinician is to find
the best products or
combination of products that
can reverse disease conditions
effectively and rapidly and do
so in a totally non-toxic
manner. I think I have found
some interesting quantummechanics-based energy dietary
supplements that when mixed
with our Newtonian-mechanicsbased nutritional supplements
have produced surprisingly
potent therapeutic actions against a variety of canine and feline disease conditions.
First, let me give you a glimpse of these Vital Force Technology products. The theory behind these products is
explained by its creator, Dr. Yury Kronn, in the package of information I have made available for you. You may
find this interesting to read. Dr. Kronn is a Russian emigrant quantum physicist living in Oregon.
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In the health field, Newtonian mechanics products
have been dominating for so long that we hardly think of
quantum mechanics products.
The truth is that in conventional medicine we have been using quantum-mechanics-based machines for a long
time but mainly for diagnostic procedures. ECG, EEG, EMG, MRI, the PET & CAT scan machines are obvious
examples of these machines. However, more and more of these kinds of energy machines are being used
therapeutically, today. The machine used to break up kidney stones using sound waves is a good example of
this.
On the other hand a lot of alternative therapeutic
modalities are energy-based modalities such as
acupuncture, acupressure, and homeopathy, touch
therapies, mind-body connection, hypnotism,
meditation, magnetic and magnetic field therapy,
laser therapy, color therapy, bioelectrography,
electrodiagnosis, biofeedback… All these
modalities come under the rubric of vibrational, or
energy medicine. The most widely used modalities
to manipulate human or animal life energy to
maintain health and to treat diseases are
acupuncture and homeopathy.

Recently, more and more bio-energetic
formulations have moved into the field of dietary supplements and found more adherents.
Through a colleague, Dr. Jeff Marrongelle, I was introduced to the line of energy-based products formulated by
Vital Force Technology.
Dr. Yury Kronn, with his extensive research background in the field of quantum Radiophysics, discovered the
connection between bio-energy and electromagnetic energy and was able to develop a plasma-based
computerized machine for generating bio-energy. His machine is able to separate this bio-energy from the
electromagnetic field. After long years of experimenting with this Vital Force Technology he succeeded in
generating various bio-energy formulas capable of producing different biological effects. These bio-energetic
formulas can be used alone or in combination with other substances to precisely target specific functions and to
do so with a speed and effectiveness unknown in the realm of natural products. The various bio-energy patterns
that his machine can infuse into solutions of trace minerals, minerals and other substances cause them to possess
profound healing properties.
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In my clinic I use Vital Force Technology bio-energetic formula drops as an adjunct in Tahitian Noni Juice
(TNJ) along with other nutraceuticals and a few conventional drugs in true integrative therapeutic fashion to
deal with a multitude of disease conditions found in emergency and trauma medicine settings. After using some
400 oz. or roughly 12,000 doses of some 2 dozen various Vital Force bio-energetic formulas in small animals
(mainly dogs, cats, and exotic pets like birds and pocket pets) in that fashion, and going over the results of the
treatment, I can make the following conclusions based on my clinical experience present and past:

















The various Vital Force Technology Bio-Energy
Formulas complement very well Morinda’s Noni
products and other nutraceuticals or conventional
drugs in the treatment protocols I routinely use against
animal diseases. They help potentiate and thus reduce
the dose of these products with an obvious payoff in
cost and safety.
They speed up the recovery of many severe and
sometimes seemingly hopeless conditions. Reversal of
severe symptoms like coma, intractable pain, shock,
hemorrhage occurs in hours instead of days like
before.
Stress Relief and GI-AID Formulas in TNJ are
extraordinarily effective in stopping severe symptoms
like vomiting, bloody diarrhea whereas Clear Mind
and Stress Relief Formulas in TNJ are great in brain
problems like coma, seizures, concussion, and stroke.
Vital Force Technology Stress Relief Formula and
Morinda’s Stress Relief Smart Extract are an unbeatable combination in tranquilizing intractable cats
and restless stressed out dogs and they do so without depressing brain functions.
Stress Relief and Harmony Formulas and TNJ are extremely effective in relieving traumatic and surgical
pain without adverse side effects on the central nervous system.
Stress Relief, Acute immune, and Rejuvenation Formulas and TNJ are very useful before and after risky
and prolonged surgical procedures in traumatized and debilitated patients. Uneventful and rapid healing
can be expected.
Acute Immune, Thymus, and Harmony Formulas in TNJ or Original Smart Extract are very good
against nasty viral infections, intractable fungal infections and resistant bacterial infections.
Foundation and Stress Relief Formulas in TNJ are extremely effective in toxicosis situations: insecticide
poisoning, drug overdose.
Foundation and Rejuvenation Formulas in TNJ are better than anything I have used in the past to
support the treatment of multi-systemic organ failure problems.
GI-AID and Stress Relief Formulas in TNJ are undoubtedly my favorite combination in dealing with
any and all digestive problems, both acute and chronic.
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There is nothing on the market as good as the Vital Force Technology energized MSM in treating
intractable muscle and joint pain and swelling. The result is almost instantaneous.
Speedy recovery from chronic debilitating arthritic pain of the back or legs can be achieved with Stress
Relief, Gold & Copper Formulas in TNJ or Joint Support Smart Extract.
Clean and Clear Formula and Tahitian Noni Essential Oil are absolutely wonderful in treating chronic,
obstinate, fungal and bacterial infections in animal ears and feet that are resistant to all conventional
antibiotherapy.
Finally, Restore and Balance Formulas and TNJ are a God-sent combination to treat obscure,
debilitating, baffling conditions that nothing seems to help.

I feel that the inclusion of these Bio-Energy Formulas in
my Noni-based integrative therapeutic approach to
animal disease management has appreciably increased my
success rate and accelerated my patient’s recovery.

This is not a placebo effect, either. It makes the practice of
medicine so rewarding and enjoyable in the 21st century,
which will be characterized by the upsurge of all forms of
energy medicine.
Having said all this, my obvious recommendations are the
following:



A study should be made to how Vital Force Bio-energetic formulas work and how they could be
incorporated into some of its products to enhance their healing properties.
Controlled studies in laboratories or field-testing of energized and non-energized trace minerals should
be carried out to ascertain the validity of my clinical observations.

My sincere hope is that we won’t let this opportunity to venture into the emerging and fast expanding energy
medicine field pass by, because, the combination of dietary supplements and the Vital Force Bio-energetic
Formulas will be of utmost importance for health on all levels, physical, emotional, and mental. If we don’t do
it, someone else will.
Ed. Note: In his practice Dr. Tran uses Tahitian Noni Juice as a carrier solution for the Vital Force bio-energy
formulas. Any plant based liquid supplement or good water source can be used as a carrier or delivery system
for the energy formulas.
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